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Optimizing the mmWave Channel Estimation
Duration by Rate Prediction
Jeongwan Kang, Nil Garcia, Henk Wymeersch, Carlo Fischione, Gonzalo Seco-Granados, Sunwoo Kim

Abstract—In millimeter-wave (mmWave) wireless communications, the duration of the channel estimation plays a major role
to establish the links before data transmission. However, fixed or
long channel estimation can substantially hinder the achievable
transmit data rates. In this letter, we propose a new scheme
that optimizes the channel estimation duration to establish the
link between the base station (BS) and a mobile station (MS)
in mmWave communications. Before pilot transmissions, the
BS predicts the downlink effective rate that would be achieved
after channel estimation with the pilot precoder and compares
this predicted rate with the current rate, based on the current
channel estimates. The proposed scheme optimizes the mmWave
channel estimation duration by ending pilot transmissions when
the predicted rate is lower than the current rate.
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In most wireless communication systems, the channel estimation is performed by sending pilots to establish the link [1].
Recently, millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications have
become widely accepted in 5G to boost data rates, but require a
large number of pilot transmissions to estimate the channel [2],
which limit their use to low-mobility applications. This leads
to a trade-off between the channel estimation overhead and
the downlink effective rate [3].
Various efforts have been made to improve the downlink
effective rate by reducing the channel estimation duration
in mmWave communications. For example, exhaustive and
hierarchical designs are introduced in [4]. System-level (frame
length, training time, and bandwidth) optimization [5], pilot
overhead optimization for short-packet transmission [6] and
compressed sensing training [7] have been introduced to
reduce the channel training time. The fast channel estimation
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I. I NTRODUCTION
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the mmWave downlink channel using precoders and
combiners.

based on overlapped beam pattern design [8] and localizationassisted beam selection [9] have been proposed to reduce
the beam training overhead. These approaches can reduce
the channel estimation duration, but they still use a decided
duration that is fixed (and therefore highly sub-optimal) before
pilot transmissions.
In this paper, we seek to find the optimal channel estimation
duration for a multipath channel. We consider a geometrical
parameterization of the mmWave channel, based on the angleof-departure (AoD), angle-of-arrival (AoA), and channel gain
of each individual paths [1]. The Cramér-Rao bound (CRB)
of mmWave channel parameters can be derived as in [10]
and the pilot precoder that minimizes the CRB of the angle
estimates without beam sweeping is adopted to transmit pilots
[11]. The channel error covariance that would result from
the transmission by the BS of pilots through the precoder
can be predicted without actually realizing the transmission.
Therefore, the downlink effective rate can be predicted before
sending pilots. We develop a scheme where the current rate
and predicted rate are compared to each other and based
on this, a decision on whether the BS needs to continue
transmitting pilots is taken.
To the best of our knowledge, while beam alignment protocols or channel estimation schemes have been developed
to optimize the channel estimation duration, this duration is
always set a priori, before the channel estimation commences.
In contrast, we propose a new adaptive method that decides the
channel estimation duration during execution. The proposed
scheme is capable of balancing the channel estimation dura-
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secondary path is known to be 10 to 20 dB lower than that of
the dominant path [14], the secondary paths can be neglected.
By multiplying s∗q (complex conjugate of sq ), we can simplify
(4) to
√
(5)
yk,q ≈ P α0 WkH aRx (φ0 )aH
Tx (θ0 )fk,q + nk,q ,
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Fig. 2. Frame structure consisting of three phases [3] (initial beam sweeping
(IBS), channel estimation and data transmission).

tion and the estimation accuracy to maximize the downlink
effective rate.

provided aH
Tx (θl )fk,q ≈ 0 for l 6= 0 and all q. So, the path
index l will be omitted from now on. The observation matrix
Yk = [yk,1 , . . . , yk,Q ] ∈ CNRF ×Q at k-th time slot is given
by
√
Yk = P αWkH aRx (φ)aH
(6)
Tx (θ)Fk + Nk ,
where Fk = [fk,1 , . . . , fk,Q ] ∈ CNT ×Q is the pilot precoder
and Nk = [nk,1 , · · · , nk,Q ] ∈ CNRF ×Q .
III. O PTIMIZING THE MM WAVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
DURATION BY RATE PREDICTION

II. S YSTEM MODEL
We consider a mmWave system where the BS and mobile
station (MS) are equipped with uniform linear arrays (ULA)
of NT and NR antennas, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.
We assume that there is a feedback channel between the BS
and MS. The narrow-band flat fading downlink channel H ∈
CNR ×NT in which the bandwidth is much smaller than the
carrier frequency is [12]
H=

L−1
X

αl aRx (φl )aH
Tx (θl ),

(1)

l=0

where αl ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex channel gain, θl and φl
are the AoD and AoA of path l. The array vectors at BS and
MS are denoted as aTx (θl ) ∈ CNT ×1 and aRx (φl ) ∈ CNR ×1
and are given by
iT
h
aTx (θl ) = 1, ejπ cos θl , . . . , ejπ(NT −1) cos θl ,
(2)
h
iT
aRx (φl ) = 1, ejπ cos φl , . . . , ejπ(NR −1) cos φl .
(3)
Note that even though we consider the flat-fading channel
model for simplicity, the proposed scheme will be applicable
to the frequency-selective channel model.
The channel is assumed to remain constant during a transmission frame duration of Tf . As shown in Fig. 2, we consider
the initial access where pilots have to be at the beginning of the
frame [3]. At k-th time slot of the channel estimation interval,
the BS transmits Q consecutive pilots, and each pilot sq with
E[|sq |2 ] = 1 is precoded by the vector fk,q ∈ CNT ×1 . To
avoid the dependence of the transmitted energy on the number
2
of pilots Q, all precoders are normalized to kfk,q k2 = 1/Q.
NRF ×1
The received baseband signal yk,q ∈ C
, when sq is
transmitted at k-th time slot, is given by
√
(4)
yk,q = P WkH Hfk,q sq + nk,q ,
where Wk = [wk,1 , · · · , wk,NRF ] ∈ CNR ×NRF is a combiner
matrix associated with NRF RF chains (NRF < NR ), P is
the transmitted power, and nk,q is circularly symmetric and
denoted by CN (0, σn2 INRF ).
We assume that L paths are well separated in the angular
domain [13]. In addition, since the received power of the

The proposed scheme consists of the following steps: the
acquisition of initial angle ranges, the choice of precoder,
the choice of combiner, pilot transmissions, refinement of
the channel estimate, and rate computation. In addition, we
perform a rate prediction before transmitting the next pilot,
in order to decide whether or not to stop sending additional
pilots.
A. Initial beam sweeping
At each time slot the BS sends out pilots consisting of Q
symbols to do the beam sweeping. In the course of the beam
sweeping, each beamformer at the BS and MS steers towards
MT and MR equispaced directions within [0, π], respectively.
The beamformers āTx (θ̄, MT ) ∈ CMT ×1 and āRx (φ̄, MR ) ∈
CMR ×1 are given by [15]
h
iT
āTx (θ̄, MT ) = 1, ejπ cos θ̄ , . . . , ejπ(MT −1) cos θ̄ ,
(7)
iT
h
āRx (φ̄, MR ) = 1, ejπ cos φ̄ , . . . , ejπ(MR −1) cos φ̄ ,
(8)
where θ̄ and φ̄ are the steering directions of the BS and
MS, respectively. The MS determines the best beam pair
maximizing the received power and feeds it back to the BS.
Initial angle ranges (RTx,1 and RRx,1 ) are the angle coverage
of the best beams at the BS and MS, respectively.
B. Pilot precoder design with the AoD uncertainty
While any precoder can be used at k-th time slot, we
propose to use the precoder matrix Fk that minimizes the CRB
of the AoD estimate introduced in [11] yields the direction
error bound (DEB) as follows:
h
2
var(θ̂) ≥DEB(θ, F) = 2 ρ kbRx,k k2


FH ȧTx (θ)

2
2

−

2 i
H
−1
aH
Tx (θ) FF ȧTx (θ)
2

kFH aTx (θ)k2

,

(9)

where bRx,k = WkH aRx (φ), ȧTx (θ) , daTx (θ) / dθ and the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as ρ , |α|2 P /σn2 . Given
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the CRB of the AoD estimate and the prior AoD range RTx,k ,
the precoder matrix Fk at k-th time slot is obtained as follows:
Fk = arg min max DEB(θ, F),
F

θ∈RTx,k

(10)

where RTx,k = [θ̂k−1 − 3σθ,k−1 , θ̂k−1 + 3σθ,k−1 ] with the
standard deviation σθ,k−1 of the prior AoD estimates, obtained
from the channel estimation (see Section III-D).
C. Combiner design with the AoA uncertainty
For a combiner matrix, each combiner steers towards equispaced directions within the prior range of the AoA [16],
i.e.,


ãRx (φ̃k,1 )
0
r
NRF 

..
(11)
Wk =
,

.
NR
0
ãRx (φ̃k,NRF )
where φ̃k,1 , · · · , φ̃k,NRF are the equispaced directions within
the prior AoA range RRx,k = [φ̂k−1 − 3σφ,k−1 , φ̂k−1 +
3σφ,k−1 ] with the standard deviation σφ,k−1 of the prior AoA
estimates, obtained from the channel estimation (see Section
III-D); ãRx (φ̃k,nRF ) ∈ C(NR /NRF )×1 because each RF chain
is routed to NR /NRF antennas only.
D. Channel estimation
While any channel estimator can be utilized, we propose
to use the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, the error
covariance of which we approximate with the CRB (this
approximation is valid for a large number of measurements).
At the end of (k − 1)-th time slot, the user has access to the
consecutive observations Y1:k−1 = {Y1 , · · · , Yk−1 }, and the
unbiased estimate η̂ k−1 of the η can be computed by
η̂ k−1 = arg max f (Y1:k−1 |η) .

(12)

η

1) Error covariance in the channel parameter domain: The
channel parameter vector η ∈ R4×1 can be defined as η =
T
[θ, φ, ℜα, ℑα] , where ℜα is real part and ℑα is imaginary
part of the channel gain α. The error covariance is bounded
as
h

T i
 J−1
(13)
Eη η̂ k−1 − η η̂ k−1 − η
η ,

in which Jη ∈ R4×4 is the Fisher information matrix (FIM).
The FIM Jη is defined as
 2

∂ ln f (Y1:k−1 |η)
Jη , −E
,
(14)
∂η∂η T
where ln f (Y1:k−1 |η) is log-likelihood function of the consecutive observations Y1:k−1 up to the (k − 1)-th time slot
conditioned on η. Since these observations
are conditionally
Pk−1
independent, ln f (Y1:k−1 |η) = k′ =1 ln f (Yk′ |η) in which
2
√
1
ln f (Yk′ |η) ∝ − 2 Yk′ − P αWkH′ aRx (φ)aH
,
Tx (θ)Fk′
σn
F
(15)
from which Jη can be easily computed, following the approach in [17].

Since the true channel is not known at (k − 1)-th
time slot, η̂ k−1 is used to evaluate the FIM, denoted by
Jη (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ). The Jη (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ) is the FIM accumulated from Y1 (transmitted by F1 ) to Yk−1 (transmitted
by Fk−1 ) as follows:
Jη (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ) =

k−1
X

Jη (η̂ k−1 , Fk′ ).

(16)

k′ =1

2) Error covariance in the channel domain: The error
covariance matrix Ck−1 (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ) of h = vec(H) ∈
CNR NT ×1 can be calculated by a Jacobian transformation
matrix T ∈ CNR NT ×4 :

T

Ck−1 (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ) = T(η̂ k−1 )J−1
η (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 )T(η̂ k−1 ) ,
(17)
where the transformation matrix T = ∂h/∂η. Consequently,
we obtain the entries of T(η̂ k−1 ) replacing η with η̂ k−1 as


∂h ∂h ∂h ∂h
,
(18)
,
,
,
T=
∂θ ∂φ ∂ℜα ∂ℑα
where
∂h
= −αjπ sin θ (ȧTx (θ) ⊗ aRx (φ)) ,
∂θ
∂h
= αjπ sin φ (a∗Tx (θ) ⊗ ȧ∗Rx (φ)) ,
∂φ
∂h
= a∗Tx (θ) ⊗ aRx (φ),
∂ℜα
∂h
= j (a∗Tx (θ) ⊗ aRx (φ)) ,
∂ℑα
in which ⊗ is the Kronecker product.

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

Algorithm 1 Optimizing the channel estimation duration
scheme by rate prediction
Initialization: Obtain initial angle ranges (RTx,1 and
RRx,1 ) by performing the initial beam sweeping
1: for k = 1, 2, . . . do
2:
Design Fk to minimize DEB(θ, F) from (10)
3:
if k = 1 then
4:
Estimate Ĥ1 by transmitting pilots with F1
5:
Compute C1 (η̂ 1 , F1 ) according to (17)
6:
Design ṽ2 , ũ2 from (23) given Ĥ1
7:
Compute the effective rate R1 from (24)
8:
else
9:
Predict Ĉk (η̂ k−1 , F1:k ) according to (26)
10:
Compute the predicted rate R̂k from (27)
11:
if R̂k > Rk−1 then
12:
Estimate Ĥk by transmitting pilots with Fk
13:
Compute Ck (η̂ k , F1:k ) according to (17)
14:
Design ṽk+1 , ũk+1 from (23) given Ĥk
15:
Compute the effective rate Rk from (24)
16:
else
17:
The BS sends the data by ṽk and ũk
18:
end if
19:
end if
20: end for
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E. The decision to stop pilot transmissions
At the beginning of k-th time slot, the rate can be evaluated.
The combiner ũk and precoder ṽk for data transmission are
designed resorting to the maximum gain criteria:
ũk , ṽk =

arg max

uk ,vk
kuk k=1,kvk k=1

2
|uH
k Ĥk−1 vk | .

(23)

The rate is then
Rk−1 =
(1 −

(24)

Ti + (k − 1)Ts
) log2 1 +
Tf



2
P |ũH
k Ĥk−1 ṽk |
,
2
σn2 + P σe,k−1 (ũk , ṽk )

where Ti is an initial channel acquisition duration, Ts is a time
slot period, and
2
σe,k−1
(ũk , ṽk )

(25)

Fig. 3. The comparison between the current rate Rk−1 , the predicted rate
R̂k and the ideal rate Rideal,k with the time slot.

accounts for the channel estimation error on the downlink effective rate. Note that the channel estimation error
2
σe,k−1
(ũk , ṽk ) decreases over the time slot as the FIM accumulates as in (16).
Now a decision should be taken whether or not to transmit
the pilot Fk . To make this decision, we consider two hypothetical scenarios:
• If we don’t send further pilots, the rate is Rk−1 .
• If we were to send at least one more pilot, we can predict
the channel error covariance that would be realized after
pilot transmissions as

are usually considered in a wide range of communication algorithms, such as beamformer design and the CRB calculations.
Therefore, the proposed scheme is considered to be practical.

H

= (ṽk∗ ⊗ ũk ) Ck−1 (η̂ k−1 , F1:k−1 ) (ṽk∗ ⊗ ũk ) ,

T

Ĉk (η̂ k−1 , F1:k ) = T(η̂ k−1 )J−1
η (η̂ k−1 , F1:k )T(η̂ k−1 ) .
(26)
From this predicted error covariance, we predict the rate

2 
Ti + kTs
P |ũH
k Ĥk−1 ṽk |
R̂k = (1 −
,
) log2 1 + 2
2
Tf
σn + P σ̂e,k (ũk , ṽk )
(27)
where
H

2
σ̂e,k
(ũk , ṽk ) = (ṽk∗ ⊗ ũk ) Ĉk (η̂ k−1 , F1:k ) (ṽk∗ ⊗ ũk ) ,
(28)
accounts for the predicted channel estimation error on the
downlink effective rate. Note that both the prediction of
the error covariance and the rate are performed prior to
transmission of Fk .
Finally, our decision rule is as follows: If R̂k < Rk−1 , the
pilot Fk is not sent, the BS keeps the current combiner ũk
and precoder ṽk , and switches to data transmission mode with
rate Rk−1 . If R̂k ≥ Rk−1 , the BS transmits the pilot Fk to
generate Yk , based on which the channel is estimated and
the CRB Ck (η, Fk ) can be computed. The estimated channel
Ĥk is distributed as ĥk ∼ CN (h, Ck (η, Fk )). The decision
process is then repeated at (k + 1)-th time slot. A summary
of the proposed scheme is presented in Algorithm 1.
Regarding the complexity of the proposed scheme, most
of the procedures in the proposed scheme are carried out at
the BS where computational complexity is not an issue in
general. Also, the proposed scheme includes operations, that

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
The channel gain, AoD and AoA of multipath signals are
determined based on the 28 GHz mmWave outdoor channel
model [14]. According to [14], we set L = 2 where one
dominant path and one secondary path exist. The power of the
secondary path is 10 dB lower than the power of the dominant
path. The transmitted power P is fixed to 1, and the noise
power σn2 is 1/ρ. The θl and φl are distributed uniformly on
[0, π]. We set MT = MR = 4, so four beams (π/4 first null
beamwidth) which are equispaced within [0, π] are used for
initial beam sweeping [15]. In Fig. 2, we set Tf = 160Ts ,
Ti = 16Ts (4 Tx beams × 4 Rx beams = 16 time slot) and
Q = 3. Both BS and MS are equipped with NT = NR = 64
and NRF = 4.
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the current rate Rk−1 ,
the predicted rate R̂k and the ideal rate Rideal,k with the time
slot. The ideal rate Rideal,k under the perfect channel state
information (CSI) in the initial beam sweeping phase can be
defined as

P |ũH Hṽ|2 
Ti + kTs
, (29)
) log2 1 +
Rideal,k = (1 −
Tf
σn2
where ũ and ṽ are the combiner and precoder maximizing
the gain. As shown in Fig. 3, the ideal rate Rideal,k is an
upper bound of the downlink effective rate and decreases over
the time slot as pilot transmission time increases. The R̂k
and Rk−1 are plotted concave due to deficient or excessive
pilot transmissions. If the R̂k is lower than the Rk−1 , the BS
decides to stop transmitting pilots and start sending the data.
As ρ increases, a good channel estimation can be achieved
with a relatively smaller number of pilot transmissions, which
results in the early termination of pilot transmissions (see the
intersection points).
In Fig. 4, we compare the proposed scheme to the ideal rate
Rideal,k=0 and the Rk=1,16 . The proposed scheme approaches
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by rate prediction. Prior to actual pilot transmissions, the BS
computes the predicted rate with the prior channel estimates
and pilot precoder. Comparing the predicted rate and current
rate, the BS determines whether to continue transmitting pilots.
The proposed scheme provides an elegant way of balancing
the channel estimation duration and the estimation accuracy
to maximize the downlink effective rate, and its performance
has been analyzed by numerical simulations under various
settings. Future work will be its extension to a multi-user
MIMO (MU-MIMO) system by taking into account the multiuser interference.
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